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Climber Conservation: Pisgah Ecology
by Laura Boggess 
 
If you’re reading this, you probably already appreciate Pisgah National Forest. You’ve almost certainly 
climbed some of the beautiful lines at Looking Glass, maybe summited Mt. Pisgah or gone for a 
bike ride at Bent Creek. You also probably know that in addition to incredible aesthetic beauty and 
opportunities for recreation, our mountains are home to an amazing diversity of organisms. Cliff 
ecosystems in particular, are home to many of the region’s rare and endemic (found-nowhere-else) 
plants. Our climbing areas are full of them! Every time we go to the crag, whether putting up a new route 
or climbing a classic that has seen heavy traffic for years, we are impacting a fragile ecosystem. The 
good news is, by recognizing a few rare species and keeping in mind some general guidelines, we can 
minimize our impact and effectively protect the ecosystems we care about. If you want to know more 
about the organisms you may encounter while climbing in our region, check out the conservation page 
on the Carolina Climbers’ Coalition website. 

1. Be aware of your surroundings. We’re visitors to the cliffs and should leave them as we found them. 
Leave No Trace ethics apply to the crag as well as the trail.

2. Protect moss mats. If you’ve climbed in NC, you’ve seen moss mats at the top of routes or near 
overlooks. Mats are not just moss, but tiny ecosystems that can include dozens of rare and endemic 
species that host a range of critters. They can be hundreds of years old and play an important role in soil 
formation. Rapping or lowering from fixed gear (rather topping out) is the best way to avoid damaging 
these cool mats. 

3. Learn a few rare species and look out for them. This guide is a first step. Below are five important 
species that you are most likely to see (and impact) while climbing in Pisgah Ranger District. Keep in 
mind that there are many more species of concern, and vegetation impact should always be kept to a 
minimum, no matter what the plant!

Rankings: The global scale runs from G5 (Globally secure) to G1 (Critically imperiled globally). State 
Rankings follow the same scale. Check out the website for the NC Natural Heritage Program. 

Alumroot
Huechera spp.
• G3 – Vulnerable (H. caroliniana)
• Several species: all rock-associated
• Spray of pretty white blossoms
• Grows in shady or moist cracks and   
 crevices
• Be careful of trampling in the talus or   
 crushing  with gear
• Found on or near most WNC outcrops

 Moss mats with Spike Moss/ Selaginella spp.

 Rock Gnome Lichen/ Gymnoderma lineare
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 Alumroot/ Huechera spp.

 Granite Dome Goldenrod/ Solidago simulans

 App. Rock Fern/ Woodsia Appalachiana
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Spike Moss
Selaginella spp.
• G3 – Vulnerable (S. tortipila)
• Main component of moss mats in WNC
• Not a moss!
• Lycopod (related to ferns)
• Southern Appalachian endemic 
• Found on most WNC outcrops,especially  
 granite

Rock Gnome Lichen
Cetradonia (Gymnoderma) lineare
• G3 – Vulnerable
• Mint to dark green
• Looks like little tongues
• Likes moist areas
• Known populations at:
  Looking Glass
  Whiteside Mountain  
  Victory Wall

Laura Boggess is an ecologist and climber. She has served on the board of the Carolina Climber’s Coalition 
since 2012 and supports climber conservation initiatives around the southeast. She studied cliff ecology in 
graduate school (spending months at a time in a harness at the Big South Fork of the Cumberland) which 
inspired a deep love of lichens. She is currently a professor at Mars Hill University, where she coordinates the 
Environmental Studies program.

Appalachian Rock Fern
Woodsia appalachiana
• G4 – Apparently Secure
•  NC S2- Imperiled
• Rock-associated fern
• Known populations at:
  Clawhammer Mt (near Looking  
  Glass Rock)

Granite Dome Goldenrod
Solidago simulans
• G2 – Imperiled
• Endemic to granite domes of NC, SC and  
 GA
• Fall blooming with cluster of yellow   
 flowers
• Large elongated smooth leaves   
 clustered at base of plant
• Known populations at:
  Eagle Rock
  Whiteside Mountain
  Panthertown Valley


